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Goa feels proud of the unending beauty, historical places, fantastic architecture and the attractive
shopping centers that it offers to the visitors. A trip to Goa includes all arrangements by the
authorities like transportation, hotels, food, sight-seeing and adventure tours. You just need to book
your tickets well in advance to avoid disappointment. The major attractions in Goa are the endless
beaches with white sand dunes, relentless waves splashing on the beaches, rows of palm trees and
the sumptuous foods available there. This wonderful holiday destination retains till today the marks
of Portuguese civilization. The state has a cosmopolitan nature that attracts people of all religions.
The churches are examples of the finest architecture of olden days. The Basilica is one such
attractive monument that attracts not only Christian pilgrims from different corners of the world, but it
is revered as a great emblem of art by all religions. The beaches being the most important sites of
Goa they are well maintained and visitors have endless fun and enjoyment here. Nearby food joints
and shopping centers along the beach make it all the more enjoyable for tourists. You simply eat
and enjoy during your Goa tour packages. The adventure activities have lured enthusiasts for Goa
package even more. You can enjoy exciting games like paragliding, parasailing, Ringo and Banana
rides, water surfing, diving and the most interesting activity here is the opportunity to watch
crocodiles and dolphins. Moreover the government takes care of the visitors by posting Life Guards
along the beaches to avoid mishaps. All throughout the day you can have fun in the beaches and go
for short trips and at night Goa offers you a fantastic night life of rocking music, dazzling lights and
tasty delights with cocktails that you will love. 

Since you are on a package trip to Goa, the organizers will take you around the various interesting
places and the beaches during your stay there. The main places that are regularly visited are the
fantastic beaches of Anjuna, Calangute, Vagator, Baga and others. While some of these seashores
are peaceful and quiet others are bubbling with life and merriment. The palaces, monuments, forts
and the exquisite churches have great historical significance and they are well maintained too. The
cities of Panaji, Margoa and Mapusa are beautiful places. The Naval Aviation Museum, Aquada Fort
and the Santa Monica Cathedral are the other interesting sites that you must not miss. Old Goa,
North Goa, Chandor and the attractive market at Mapusa is a fantastic place for shoppers. The
markets are full of Goan specialties that you cannot resist. The Cortigo Wildlife Sanctuary too is well
maintained and is worth visiting.
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Aanchal Gupta - About Author:
The best deals and Goa Tour packages are organized by hungrybags.com. For your a trip to Goa
hungrybags.com will be the best option as they conduct Bangkok package, a package for Bangkok
and a travel in Pattaya are well known for their services.
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